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MARKET INSIGHT
LNG EDGE: PRODUCTION OUTLOOK TO 2020

The LNG market is on track to absorb a record expansion 
in production in 2019 as the industry clears a longstanding 
backlog of liquefaction projects, according to the ICIS LNG 
Edge Supply Forecast.

Global LNG supply is projected to expand by 40.5m tonnes 
in 2019 to 360.9m tonnes, surpassing the 38.0m tonnes 
added in 2010 through the ramp-up of Qatari mega trains 
and a rebound in commodity prices as the global economy 
recovered from the financial crisis. The scale of growth this 
year is due to a ramp-up of new-build plants and improved 
feedgas availability at some mature facilities. 

The expected rise in supply in 2019 is set to follow two 
years in which production volumes disappointed as 
persistent delays checked the progress of a wave of 
supply sanctioned between 2011 and 2015. Global LNG 
production totalled 320.4m tonnes last year, rising by just 
under 30m tonnes for a second year in a row.

However, the risk of substantial impacts to supply from 
start-up problems and delays is considerably lower than in 
previous years. Firstly, nearly two-thirds of the projected 
increase in supply will be drawn from projects in Australia, 

Russia and the US, which reached completion in 2018 but 
will only ramp up to plateau production this year.

Moreover, the risk of supply curtailments from delays to new-
build projects in 2019 and 2020 has been reduced both by 
the falling absolute number of projects still in development, 
as well as by the fact that most conventional scale facilities 
have started production or passed pre-delivery milestones.

According to analysis by ICIS, delays to new-build LNG 
trains relative to their initial project schedule accounted for 
a reduction in supply availability of 18.6m tonnes in 2017 
and 13.8m tonnes in 2018. This reflected mainly challenges 
faced at new build projects in Australia.

In 2019, the contribution from the US-based Freeport and 
Cameron projects will be lower than expected than at their 
final investment decision (FID) due to delays incurred 
by a contractor in the wake of 2017’s Hurricane Harvey. 
However, the impact on global production will be partially 
mitigated by the substantial timeline improvement achieved 
at Yamal LNG’s third train, which started 11 months ahead 
of schedule. Overall, the net cumulative impact of schedule 
changes is expected to decline modestly to 12.4m tonnes 

https://www.icis.com/explore/services/analytics/lng-supply-forecast/?cmpid=ILC|ENER|CHCOM-2019-0106-GLOBAL-lngproduction2020sf&sfid=7012X000001ag4o
https://www.icis.com/explore/services/analytics/lng-supply-forecast/?cmpid=ILC|ENER|CHCOM-2019-0106-GLOBAL-lngproduction2020sf&sfid=7012X000001ag4o
https://www.icis.com/explore/services/analytics/lng-market-intelligence-solution/?cmpid=ILC|ENER|CHCOM-2019-0106-GLOBAL-lngproduction2020mi&sfid=7012X000000g7aP
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in 2019, before falling to 5.7m tonnes in 2020 as the current 
wave of supply additions comes to an end.

Cameron and Prelude have started loading cargoes, Elba 
Liquefaction has started commissioning and Freeport plans 
to do so in the near future, reducing the likelihood of further 
significant delays. Overall, we expect a total of 6.2m tonnes 
of LNG to be delivered by the end of the year by plants 
commencing operations in 2019.

UPSIDE AND DOWNSIDE RISKS IN THE BALANCE
Improved production at mature facilities recovering from 
recent outages or long-term gas curtailments will exercise 
a material impact on supply this year. The recovery from a 

serious outage at Malaysia LNG in Bintulu and the results 
of an offshore gas boom in Egypt are expected to add a 
combined 6.1m tonnes in 2019. 

Overall, the net impact of planned and unplanned outages, 
excluding long-term feedgas curtailments, is predicted 
to be similar this year to 2018, when it was around 
17.7m tonnes. In the first five months of 2019, significant 
unplanned outages are understood to have occurred at 
Gorgon and Sabine Pass. For the rest of the year, ICIS 
projects an unplanned outage allowance, which is informed 
by the facility’s historical performance, as well as both by 
confirmed and anticipated planned maintenance.

While unplanned outages in excess of this allowance could 
lead plants to underperform the forecast, there are also 
contingencies which offer significant upside against our 
base assumptions. Several recently-started plants have 
the possibility to outperform against ramp-up expectations 
or add capacity expansions to take themselves above 
nameplate rates. In particular, the Ichthys project has the 
potential to exceed its initial cautious timeline to reach 
plateau production, while several facilities could add to 
the capacity expansions already announced at Yamal, 
Wheatstone and Sabine Pass.

The production expansion in 2019 is expected to represent 
a high watermark for production growth for the foreseeable 
future. In 2020, growth is expected to slow to 23.2m 
tonnes, as the number of start-ups declines as a result of 
the hiatus in FIDs for new-build facilities after 2015. The 
bulk of the expansion will stem from the ramp up of US 
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projects which reached completion this year, supplemented 
by new builds in Asia-Pacific.

As the industry’s production capacity increases into 2020, 
further downside risk to supply could be realised should 
further falls in European and Asian spot prices render some 
plants uneconomic on a short-term basis. Higher cost plants 
in the United States and Queensland would be particularly 
vulnerable to a sustained decline in prices, although the 
former remain viable at current forward market rates.

ASIA-PACIFIC AND NORTH AMERICA DRIVE GROWTH
While North America has seen the highest growth rates in 
LNG liquefaction capacity over recent years, expansion in 
the Asia-Pacific region has seen it continue to dominate 
global supply as new plants in Australia and Russia augment 
substantial legacy capacity close to core LNG markets.

Asia-Pacific remains the largest supply region overall, with 
its 18 operational facilities loading 144.6m tonnes in 2018. 
This growth dominance will continue this year, with another 
19.5m tonnes of extra supply expected. In 2020, increased 
production at existing facilities, in particular at Prelude, 
and the projected start-ups of Malaysia’s 1.5mtpa PFLNG 
2 project and Yamal’s 0.9mpta fourth train will provide the 
momentum for a net growth of 4.7m tonnes in 2020. This is 
notwithstanding the feedgas-related declines in production 
expected for Bontang and Brunei LNG. 

Australia’s ten operational facilities now account for nearly 
half (48%) of regional LNG supply, growing from 29.6m 
tonnes of LNG produced in 2015 to 69.0m tonnes in 2018. 
We expect Australian LNG production to rise by another 
13.1m tonnes to 2020, thus growing its regional market 
share by another 0.9 percentage points. Ichthys is expected 

to account for 42% of that growth because, according to 
operator INPEX, the ramp-up of the gas fields could take 
until 2021. However, we continue to monitor our forecast for 
the Darwin-based facility after loadings during the first half 
of 2019 have exceeded the operator’s guidance. 

The 3.6mpta Prelude FLNG will account for much of the 
remaining growth, having finally started loading LNG 
cargoes in June 2019, after the maiden condensate cargo 
was loaded at the end of March. 

The Middle East remains the second largest LNG supply 
region, loading 94.1m tonnes of LNG in 2018. Output 
from that region rose by 2.9m tonnes last year as feedgas 
availability for Oman LNG improved and also because 
Ras Laffan saw less maintenance than usual. We expect 
regional LNG supply to remain stable in 2019 and 2020, 
rising slightly to 94.6m tonnes this year before falling back 
to 93.7m tonnes in 2020. 

Oman LNG loaded 10.3m tonnes in 2018, up from around 
8.3-8.5m tonnes in the previous two years. We expect 
Oman LNG to continue growing its output during the 
forecast period as the operator is seeking to maximise the 
benefit of improved feedgas availability by augmenting the 
capacities of existing plants until Khazzan gas is diverted 
to the Duqm industrial cluster sometime later in the next 
decade. Although the facility produced at annual equivalent 
rates of 11.3-11.9m tonnes in all but one month during Q4 
2018 and Q1 2019, it remains to be seen how far annual 
output can go beyond the official nameplate capacity of 
10.8mtpa. This is because feedgas availability is likely to 
continue varying seasonally due to competing domestic 
demand, and production in April and May receded to 
annual equivalent rates near 11.0m tonnes. 
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Qatar shipped 78.1m tonnes in 2018, 1.3m tonnes more 
than in the previous year, and more than its nameplate 
capacity of 77.4mtpa. The country intends to build more 
trains, reaching a total liquefaction capacity of 110mtpa 
by 2024. However, a FID has not yet been reached so the 
new capacity, if built, will not start to materialise during the 
forecast period. We expect annual output to fluctuate near 
2018 levels, depending mainly on maintenance. 

North American LNG production is forecast to rise rapidly 
during the next two years, by 14.7m tonnes in 2019 and 
by 20.8m tonnes in 2020. The US is expected to see eight 
new trains come online this year and nine more in 2020, 
respectively adding 14.9mtpa and 19.5mtpa in liquefaction 
capacity. The main surge in production is expected to 
materialise in 2020 though, reflecting the commissioning 
and ramp-up of new trains. Our forecast therefore sees 
35.8m tonnes of LNG loaded this year and 56.6m tonnes in 
2020, making North America the third largest supply region 
in the world by the turn of the decade. 

Africa is currently still the third largest LNG supply region, 
having produced 40.0m tonnes in 2018, rising to a 
projected 45.8m tonnes in 2019 before declining to 45.0m 
tonnes in 2020. The increase will be driven by Egypt 
where feedgas availability has been improving, enabling 
Idku to raise production and Damietta to potentially return 
to service next year. We forecast Egyptian LNG supply 
to more than double, from 1.5m tonnes last year to 4.1m 
tonnes in 2019, rising further to 5.6m tonnes next year. 
These numbers assume that legal proceedings surrounding 
Damietta will conclude in time for the facility to resume 
loading cargoes by the first half of next year, and that rising 
domestic demand will leave enough natural gas to feed 
the Idku and Damietta liquefaction facilities. The projected 
decline of African LNG supply in 2020 is mainly because 
we expect Algerian loadings to fall from projected 12.8m 
tonnes in 2019 to 10.9m tonnes in 2020. 

South America has two onshore liquefaction facilities, in 
Peru and Trinidad and Tobago, and a new floating LNG 
unit off Argentina which loaded its first partial cargo in early 
June 2019. The 14.9mtpa Atlantic LNG in Trinidad and 
Tobago has been battling feedgas decline from its mostly 
mature fields. New sources of feedgas recently turned the 
corner for trains 2-4, but the infill drilling programme meant 
to stabilise supplies for train 1 was unsuccessful. Also, 
an agreement with neighbouring Venezuela for additional 
feedgas is likely to materialise late, if at all, given the 
country’s political uncertainty. The facility’s stakeholders 
have therefore started to consider the options for the 
future of train 1. Total supply from Atlantic LNG is therefore 
expected to improve from 12.1m tonnes in 2018 to 12.3m 
tonnes this year, but is forecast to decline to 11.4m tonnes 
in 2020.

The Exmar-owned Tango FLNG arrived in Bahia Blanca 

in Argentina in February 2019 to commence a ten-year 
charter by YPF. The 0.5mtpa liquefaction barge is officially 
expected to load up to eight cargoes per year. A partial 
cargo was indeed loaded in early June, but we understand 
that this was merely a test and that regular operations are 
only expected to commence in September/October, once 
the Argentinian winter is out of the way.

Europe’s 4.3mtpa Snohvit facility increased its output to 
4.7m tonnes in 2018, and we expect the Norwegian facility 
to be able to maintain production near that level outside 
of maintenance periods. Our forecast has factored in one 
large turnaround for 2020, lowering output to 4.1m tonnes 
that year.

THE ICIS LNG SUPPLY FORECAST
ICIS launched its global supply forecast module in April 
2018, giving subscribers access to our continuously 
updated two-year outlook of LNG production, broken 
down by month, liquefaction facility and region. The 
forecast was developed in response to an increasingly 
sophisticated and transparent traded LNG market, in 
which information flows ever more freely and quickly. Our 
forecasts are granular and event-driven, enabling our LNG 
analysts to factor in the latest information as it becomes 
available. Meanwhile, clients are able to track the resulting 
revisions to our forecasts in real time rather than having 
to wait until the next month or quarter to understand the 
potential impact of an event on LNG supply.

ICIS LNG Edge tracks LNG vessels using satellite data 
and other information on a 24/7 basis. This provides us 
with voyage data, with cargo volumes initially estimated 
based on historic patterns for the vessel and loading 
port in question. As customs data becomes available 

ACTUAL AND FORECAST ANNUAL LNG SUPPLY 2016-2020

Supply [mt] 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020

Africa 34.8 41.0 40.0 45.8 45.0

Asia-Pacific 114.1 128.6 144.6 164.1 168.8

Europe 4.3 3.8 4.7 4.4 4.1

Middle East 91.8 91.2 94.1 94.6 93.7

North America 3.7 13.6 21.1 35.8 56.6

South America 14.5 14.5 15.9 16.1 15.8

World 263.1 292.9 320.4 360.9 384.1

YEAR-ON-YEAR LNG SUPPLY GROWTH 2016-2020

Y-o-Y [mt] 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020

Africa -0.4 6.2 -1.0 5.8 -0.8

Asia-Pacific 16.4 14.5 16.0 19.5 4.7

Europe 0.0 -0.4 0.8 -0.2 -0.3

Middle East 0.1 -0.6 2.9 0.5 -0.9

North America 3.4 10.0 7.5 14.7 20.8

South America -1.2 0.1 1.4 0.2 -0.3

World 18.2 29.8 27.6 40.5 23.2
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we update the initial estimate with the actual size of 
the offloaded cargo. We also derive a close estimate 
of the size of the loaded cargo based on the technical 
characteristics of the vessel, as well as its movements. 

This provides us with an accurate history of LNG loadings 
going back to 2012, which is a close proxy to actual 
production. Liquefaction rates and tank storage levels are 
not directly observable to outsiders, but the high cost of 
LNG tankage means that the discrepancy between actual 
production volumes and loaded cargo volumes is small at 
the monthly aggregation level.

The ICIS LNG supply forecast projects forward these 
monthly production/loading levels for the next 24 months. 
Our forecast consists of several components – the base 
trend, events, curtailments and operational adjustments. 

The base trend is gross LNG production before planned 
and unplanned outages as well as discretionary 
curtailments. It reflects our expectation of future 
annual LNG production for fully ramped-up liquefaction 
infrastructure, considering seasonal variations of 
liquefaction capacity and feedgas availability. Production 
from new trains is calculated separately until the end of 
the ramp-up period and added to the base trend. 

Plant events are either some kind of planned maintenance 

or unplanned outages. Both events lower production 
relative to the base trend. Our global editorial team 
attempts to confirm schedules for planned maintenance. 
Where this information is not available we rely on an 
analysis of historical maintenance patterns for the same 
plant. In some regions with liquefaction facilities in close 
proximity we have observed a degree of coordination 
among the operators with respect to timing of planned 
maintenance, and rerouting of feedgas to neighbouring 
facilities where possible.

Many facilities have an allowance for unplanned outages 
in the forecast, reflecting their recent history. For some 
facilities the size of the allowance is varied over the year 
in order to take into account the likelihood of seasonal 
weather events, e.g. the hurricane season in the US Gulf. 

Production forecasts can be reduced or raised by 
curtailments and operational adjustments. Curtailments 
can be either discretionary curtailments of LNG production 
resulting from commercial decisions, or external 
curtailments caused by events outside the control of the 
facility. Certain operational adjustments to the facility can 
have similar effect on our forecast, e.g. when a facility was 
temporarily operated above its usual production capacity 
and then returned to a lower rate of output, or when the 
start-up of a new plant is delayed, or the ramp-up and the 
commissioning process take longer than expected. 

11 September, Singapore // 21 - 22 November, Houston, USA

Contact icis.training@rbi.co.uk for more information on fees and availability

The course is very 
effective to understand 

the dynamics of the  
LNG market.

As natural gas demand grows, traditional LNG trade flows and pricing 
mechanisms are being challenged. Key trends such as increasing appetite 
for spot LNG, and the transition in price structures, are shifting the 
competitive landscape both regionally and globally.

Global LNG Markets & Pricing Training Series

https://www.icis.com/explore/services/specialist-services/training/specialist-training-courses/global-lng-markets-and-pricing-training-course/?cmpid=ILC|ENER|CHCOM-2019-2406-GLOBAL-lngproduction2020training&sfid=7012X000000g81Q
https://www.icis.com/explore/services/specialist-services/training/specialist-training-courses/global-lng-markets-and-pricing-training-course/?cmpid=ILC|ENER|CHCOM-2019-0307-EURO-european-energy-midyear-lngt&sfid=7012X000000g7ru

